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ErrataErrata

Suggested Rules Change: Linear DoctrineSuggested Rules Change: Linear Doctrine

Standing Crops

In the summary on page 25, standing crops are shown as obstructing the bounce of artillery fire, but not obstructing anything else. 
This is correct.

On page 68, however, they are erroneously listed in the text and shown in the upper box as obstructing volleys and the flight of artil-
lery. This is wrong. They should be in that lower box, along with rocky ground.

Pages 139-140: The Wrong Brigadier

Although it doesn’t change anything about the units in the scenario, the Quatre Bras scenario lists the wrong brigadier for the first 
brigade of Foy’s 9th Division. That brigade was commanded by Baron Gauthier.

Page 99: No Charging in Mass

Under The Drawbacks of Linear Doctrine, the infantry of these early-war armies are forbidden from charging in Mass formation. 
That’s logical when in Open terrain, but columns were traditionally used to storm towns, or in other difficult ground, so we don’t want 
to hobble these armies unrealistically. Therefore I suggest the following modification to the rule:

Linear armies may use infantry in Mass formation to charge defenders if the edge of the defender that is being charged is on a 
bridge, or behind a wall/earthworks, or in any terrain other than Open. “Open Terrain” is defined on page 26.

If this is not immediately evident, trace the line of the charge (the straight line extending from the attacker’s centerpoint) to deter-
mine what edge of the defender is being charged. If that defender’s edge is entirely in Open terrain, then you may not charge it with 

a Mass formation.


